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Robotic pectoral fin thrust vectoring using
weighted gait combinations
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Abstract. A method was devised to vector propulsion of a robotic pectoral fin by means of actively controlling fin surface
curvature. Separate flapping fin gaits were designed to maximize thrust for each of three different thrust vectors: forward,
reverse, and lift. By using weighted combinations of these three pre-determined main gaits, new intermediate hybrid gaits for
any desired propulsion vector can be created with smooth transitioning between these gaits. This weighted gait combination
(WGC) method is applicable to other difficult-to-model actuators. Both 3D unsteady computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and
experimental results are presented.
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1. Introduction

FIN flapping is a locomotor motion useful for both
stability control and propulsion. Many animals use
flapping as the primary means of locomotion, including
birds, fish, marine mammals, and insects. By flap-
ping a fin, wing, or flipper, these animals are capable
of many amazing feats not yet achieved with man-
made machines. If biomimetically flapping robots with
higher efficiency, improved control, greater payload
capacity, and higher speeds are ever to be realized, the
flapper must be well understood.

In the majority of the literature, researchers have
treated flappers as rigid plates with basic sinusoidal
control laws to simplify modeling. However, those
mathematical approximations and mechanical simpli-
fications result in reduced propulsive performance as
shown by CFD modeling [1, 2], theoretical modeling
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[3], and by biological analysis [4]. “Although many
models of fish fin function treat the fins as rigid flat
plates with constant area, fish fins are anything but
rigid and their flexibility is important for vectoring
forces and for thrust production [4].” The flapper is
a complex shape-changing surface (see Figs. 1 and 4):
surface area, surface curvature, angle of attack, aspect
ratio, leading edge curvature, and other major parame-
ters are important contributors to thrust vectoring, with
the added complexity that each of these continuously
change throughout the flap stroke [1].

Since the importance of each major flapping fin
parameter is now relatively well-understood, forward
thrust can be determined given any set of fin parameters
both computationally [1, 2, 5–11] and experimentally
[1, 12]. However, no previously published work offered
a technique that could take full advantage of these
parameters to controllably vector fin thrust at any
desired vector – the key focus of this work.

This paper is divided into four parts. First, pre-
vious work and the current experimental setup are
reviewed. Second, we analyze three major fin gaits
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Fig. 1. Fin surface curvature demonstration with FEM stress
analysis.
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Fig. 2. The NRL robotic pectoral fin with built-in actuators.
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Fig. 3. Rib curvature actuation [1]; pushing/pulling creates curvature
as defined by λ, the rib deflection angle.
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Fig. 4. a) Rib curvature actuation, b) Skin surface flexing FEM:
red represents high stress while blue represents low stress. (Colours
are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/
10.3233/ABB-2012-0064)

separately – forward, reverse, and lift – consisting of
preprogrammed kinematics intentionally designed for
specific thrust vectors. Third, by combining these main
gaits into new and unique sub-gaits, we demonstrate

for any desired thrust vector and possible magnitude
how to algorithmically create an instant set of match-
ing flapping fin kinematics. Experimental results are
given in detail for kinematics, thrust vectors, and thrust
magnitudes. Last, we discuss the implications of our
fin thrust vectoring method.

2. Previous work and experimental setup

2.1. Background

In our previous study [1] we built a biomimetic
controlled-curvature robotic pectoral fin. In that work,
we computationally optimized our shape-changing fin
using 3D Navier Stokes unsteady computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) [5, 10], structural analysis [13], and
a control analysis with respect to a UUV [14, 15]. We
also performed a full parametric study on pectoral fin
design with results experimentally validated [1]. Since
those initial studies, we have entirely redesigned our
test setup to reduce experimental error and increase
data measurement accuracy. For both a quick review
of previous work, and a summary of the changes
made, the latest experimental setup will now be briefly
described.

2.2. Fin design and experimental setup

The experimental setup consists of three major
components.

2.2.1. The fin
The first major component is the robotic pectoral fin

(see Fig. 2), measuring 11.5 cm long 5.4 cm wide and
8 mm thick at the root. Parts are produced in ABS plas-
tic using a 3D printer (Dimension SST), and the skin is
made from silicon rubber (see [1]). The individual ribs
used to create the surface curvature are actuated using
four Futaba S3114 micro hobby servos, while the bulk
rotation (flapping) uses a Hitec HSR-5995TG hobby
servo. Servos are waterproofed by coating the internal
electronics with electronics-grade RTV and by inject-
ing mineral oil into the gearbox. The fin as a whole
requires about two hours for assembly. A 6 V 4500 mA
NiMH battery powers the system. See [1] for further
fin design details.

The fin produces thrust by flapping and changing
shape according to predefined kinematics [1]. Each

http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/ABB-2012-0064
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rib in the fin, uniquely designed through structural
optimization [13], bends by push-pull motions from
servos as shown in Fig. 3. Figure 4a demonstrates how
multiple ribs combined together can create a desired
fin surface curvature. Figure 4b shows how adding skin
creates the smooth fin surface.

2.2.2. The gantry, sensors, and control electronics
The fin is attached to a gantry-like force measure-

ment device. The device is designed so that the fin can
remain deeply submerged underwater, yet still transfer
thrust and lift forces to expensive non-waterproofed
torque sensors located several inches above the water
surface (see Fig. 5). This is important as to avoid var-
ious phenomena difficult to model in CFD, such as
surface level effects and air bubble ingestion.

On the gantry there are two torque sensors each with
custom external op-amp amplification. One torque sen-
sor (RTS-50 by Transducer Techniques) measures fin
thrust, while a second orthogonal torque sensor (SWS-
20 by Transducer Techniques) measures fin lift and
rotational moment forces. Thrust and lift from the
fin are mechanically amplified and transmitted to the
torque sensors by four long vertical pivoting beams.
Sensor and actuator wiring is secured to prevent inter-
ference with fin movement. Using CAD and FEA, the
gantry was designed to be rigid and lightweight so that
its movement, inertial resistance, and structural flexing
minimally affect force and kinematics measurements.
Although the mechanical structure introduced minimal
‘slop’ in the torque measurements – filtering out only
the higher frequency force variations – our previous
work [14] determined that high frequency thrust vari-
ations are considered irrelevant in terms of propulsion
and control of a fin-propelled UUV.

A 16 MHz ATmega2560 microcontroller is used to
not only control all fin servos but also simultaneously
collect all sensor data at a rate of ∼50 Hz. The time-
stamped data is uploaded in real-time to a PC by USB
for storage and analysis. As mentioned in our previous
work [1], this microcontroller provides significantly
more processing power than is required to operate all
aspects of our pectoral fin.

2.2.3. The water tank
The gantry device is mounted onto a large 1600

liter all glass water tank (see Fig. 6) measuring
0.71 m × 0.61 m × 2.96 m. A CFD study has shown
that this boundary does not affect results by more than
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Fig. 5. Gantry fin forces measurement device.
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Fig. 6. CAD view of experimental tank setup.

5% (compared to a hypothetical infinite boundary con-
dition). Bio-film growth on both the fin and gantry can
negatively affect results by increasing surface drag [16]
and possibly modifying other material properties. To
prevent this growth, and as a precaution against acci-
dental electrical shorting, de-ionized water is pumped
through both a particle filter and a UV light filter before
being used to fill the tank. The lab room windows
are 100% blacked out from sunlight as an additional
precaution against photosynthetic algae blooms – a
problem in early testing. Chemical treatments, such
as algaecide, were never used.
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3. Thrust vectoring generator

3.1. The need for a thrust vectoring generator

Given any set of fin kinematics, output thrust can
be determined both experimentally through force mea-
surement sensors and computationally using unsteady
CFD. However, the inverse is an entirely different prob-
lem: given any desired propulsion vector and average
magnitude, what are the required fin motions needed
to produce it?

The problem is quite similar to the well-studied
inverse kinematics problem for robotic arms. However,
unlike with robotic arms, the solution requires solving
for non-linear viscous forces using unsteady CFD –
dramatically increasing the required computational
time. To further complicate the inverse kinematics
problem, there are similar issues such as multiple solu-
tions, zero solutions, and singularities to account for.
Most importantly, a controller is needed for mobile
robots with limited processing capabilities in semi-
predictable yet rapidly changing environments – the
flying/swimming robot cannot just ‘stop’ to recalcu-
late a ‘perfect’ solution within an internal simulation.
As such, the controller must have an update rate of
at least several cycles per second and must sacrifice
accuracy to decrease computation time.

Our proposed pectoral fin thrust vectoring method
quickly calculates inverse kinematics by intelligently
combining multiple proven pre-selected gaits based on
trends found in experimental and CFD results.

3.2. Kinematics

Kinematics is defined as the position of all actua-
tors with respect to time during a single fin flap. Early
prototype kinematics [1] were inspired by actual mea-
surements from the Bird Wrasse [17]. Now, kinematics
development is results driven – based extensively on
experimental data and CFD analysis. After subjec-
tively varying kinematics in experiments and in CFD,
collected force data was then used to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the new kinematics sets for each desired
gait.

Kinematics sets are stored as simple arrays in
software (see Fig. 7 for an example code snippet).
Each array (row) represents an actuator, each col-
umn represents a time interval, and each data point
represents an actuator control angle. Each column is
accessed at a set time interval based on a timer, thereby

// programmed kinematics set for lift gait, Kb[t] 
Rib_1[7]={100,-60,-60,-60,-60,-60,0,100}; 
Rib_2[7] ={-50,-30,-20,-20,-20,-20,-30,-50}; 
Rib_4[7] ={-50,30,20,20,20,20,0,-50}; 
Rib_5[7] ={70,45,40,35,35,35,40,70}; 
Bulk_[7]={-100,-90,-62,-22,22,62,90,100}; 

Fig. 7. Example software snippet for lift kinematics. Rows are indi-
vidual actuators, columns are time steps, and data points represent
servo degrees in % of max angle. Commanded angle does not equal
performed angle.
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Fig. 8. Unsmoothed rib kinematics, plotting deflection angle vs.
time.

coordinating the actuators to move to their prescribed
positions.

The total number of positions stored within a kine-
matics set was chosen based on three factors:

1) The data points must accurately represent the
required fin motions (see Figs. 13, 15 and 17).
Too few selected points on a curve would mis-
represent that curve.

2) Servo motions must not be jerky and should
smoothly transition between each time position.
‘Position jumping,’ sudden movements from one
defined position to the next, is a problem inher-
ent for lower fin flapping frequencies as the time
between jumps is longer.

3) Since all data points are manually entered and
tested, a significant amount of labor is required
to program each kinematics set. Too many data
points would be prohibitively time-consuming to
incorporate.

Based on these above considerations, a balance is
required between having too few and too many data
points. We hardcoded 8 key points along the curve,
and the system automatically interpolates additional
points depending on flapping frequency to smoothen
motions. For example, at 5 Hz, our system interpolated
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Fig. 9. Pectoral fin with different propulsion vectors.
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Fig. 10. The effects of weight amplification on average thrust [15].
Layers represent max bulk rotation angle; from top: 85◦, 65◦, 45◦.
X and Y-axis values are unit-less scaling multipliers.

an additional 10 curve-fitting points for a total of 20
per flap. At 2 Hz, our system used 80 points, where 70
per flap were interpolated. As an optional alternative
to using discrete points, more computationally expen-
sive curve-fitting equations could be used to improve
resolution. However, this technique is beyond the scope
of this paper and has not been investigated.

Experimental kinematics are measured in 3D by
using two orthogonal high-speed digital video cameras
(Fig. 6) running at ∼60 Hz, and 3D trajectories were
extracted using MATLAB as described in [18]. Addi-
tional information on the camera setup can be found in
[1] and [18]. The experimental fin kinematics (Fig. 8),
extracted using the high-speed cameras, consist of rib
tip positions recorded throughout the fin stroke. In
CFD, this position data is differentiated with respect
to time twice to determine the fin accelerations which
directly affect fin force output. Differentiating discrete
position data, which inherently has some measurement
error, produces very noisy velocity and acceleration

calculations for the fin. These accelerations must be
smoothed to better represent the true experimental fin
motions, enabling CFD computations to yield an accu-
rate force time-history curve for the given fin gait
(compare Figs. 8 to 13).

3.3. Gaits

Figure 7 is an example of a fin gait: a specific prepro-
grammed kinematics set designed for a single mode of
thrust. Different gaits are required for different thrust
vectors. For a pectoral fin propelled UUV, the three
most important gaits are forward thrust, reverse thrust,
and lift. Negative lift (downward force) has been omit-
ted from our study to keep this paper succinct. To note,
at a 0◦ fin angle of attack, negative lift would be the
kinematic mirror image of positive lift.

Knowing that gaits can be preprogrammed, it may
appear plausible that preprogramming an extensive
‘gait database’ would be an effective control solution
for a pectoral fin. However, entering gaits for all pos-
sible thrust vectors into such a database would be far
from feasible. Any attempt would result in a stepped
control system lacking smooth transitions between
gaits. It would also be highly cumbersome to repeat-
edly create and modify during the prototyping stage. As
a solution to the gait database problem, our proposed
method algorithmically calculates any gait ‘on the fly.’
The method is called the Weighted Gait Combination
method, or WGC.

3.4. Weighted gait combination method

Suppose a fin control system, on a notional pectoral
fin propelled UUV [14, 15], calls for maximum for-
ward thrust (see example in Fig. 9). To do this, the
forward thrust gait with kinematics Ka will be used. Or
suppose the control algorithm calls for maximum lift,
then the lift gait using kinematics Kb would be used.
Similarly Kd would be for maximum reverse. Now sup-
pose the controller calls for θ degrees of thrust between
full thrust and full lift. An entirely new and unknown
set of kinematics, Kc , would be required – yet there are
no kinematics sets preprogrammed to choose from.

Using the WGC method, the controller would then
algorithmically combine gaits Ka and Kb to create a
new hybrid gait, Kc . As a simplified example, Equation
(1) shows how two gaits can be averaged together. The
rib angles at each time-step t are accessed one at a time
from each preprogrammed gait (such as in Fig. 7) and
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the result is stored into the arrays of the hybrid gait,
Kc .

Ka[t] + Kb[t]

2
= Kc[t] (1)

However, Equation (1) does not allow for an
infinitely diverse set of motions. Also, Ka and Kb are
usually not ‘pure’, containing both lift and thrust com-
ponents. Therefore a weighted percentage term, w,
must be used to combine gaits. Since average thrust
vector magnitudes of all gaits are typically unequal
(Fig. 20), a different weighting must be assigned for
each gait as shown in Equation (2).

Ka[t]wa + Kb[t]wb = Kc[t] (2)

To solve for both wa and wb , one must assume that
the sum of all weights equal an arbitrary total, for
example 100% as shown in Equation (3).

wa + wb = 1 (3)

Figure 9 and Equation (2) were used to derive Equa-
tions (4) and (5). Basic trigonometry from Fig. 9
was used to derive Equation (6). Ta , Tb , and Tc are
average thrust magnitudes of Ka [t], Kb [t], and Kc [t]
respectively. Similarly, La , Lb , and Lc are average lift
magnitudes. Ta , Tb , La , and Lb are system-dependent
constants that are determined experimentally a-priori
such as in section IV. θ is the desired thrust vector
for Kc [t], and is used as the control variable. These
equations are valid regardless of fin angle of attack.

Tawa + Tbwb = Tc (4)

Lawa + Lbwb = Lc (5)

tan(θ) = Lc

Tc

(6)

Equations (7) and (8), directly derived from Equa-
tions (3–6), are solutions for both weights wa and wb .
By using Equations (2), (7), and (8), a kinematics set
can be calculated for a propulsion vector at any given θ.

wa = Lb − Tb tan(θ)

(Ta − Tb) tan(θ) − La + Lb

(7)

wb = 1 − Lb − Tb tan(θ)

(Ta − Tb) tan(θ) − La + Lb

(8)

3.5. Weight amplification

Unlike in Equation (3), the total weight does not
need to add up to 100%. By reducing or increasing

the total weight percentage by using scale factors, the
total output thrust will also be reduced or increased
respectively [11, 15]. For supporting evidence, CFD
calculated thrust surfaces corresponding to weight
amplification are shown in Fig. 10. Because increasing
the total weight amplification increases the bending
deflection magnitude of a rib, and over-bending will
result in material failure, the maximum total weight
amplification is limited to this real-world physical
constraint.

4. Results

4.1. Center of pressure (CoP)

Locating the fin center of pressure (CoP) is impor-
tant for determining the moment arm length about the
fin rotational axis. By knowing the moment arm length,
lift and thrust forces (Fig. 9) can be derived from their
respective torque sensors (Fig. 5). Because it is not yet

Fig. 11. Typical moving center of pressure for forward thrust gait.

Fig. 12. CFD calculated fin pressure distribution. The distance
between the CoP and fin rotation axis is the moment arm length.
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Fig. 13. Experimentally measured forward thrust gait for a single
fin stroke, plotted as rib deflection angles λ versus time.

possible to experimentally determine the time-varying
CoP on a flapping fin, experimental fin kinematics
data was collected and used in 3D unsteady CFD for
analysis. The computed unsteady pressure distribution
time-history was then integrated throughout the course
of the computation to develop the time-varied location
of the CoP. The CoP for the forward thrust gait, speci-
fied as a distance away from the fin rotation axis r(m),
is plotted over time in Fig. 11. Variation in the CoP
is minimal, therefore justifying the use of the average
CoP for experimental calculations.

An example fin pressure distribution can be seen in
Fig. 12. The average CoP distance from the fin rotation
axis, r(m), is 6 cm. Maximum variation from average
CoP on the x-axis, which is perpendicular to r(m), is
under ∼0.35 cm. Average variation from the CoP is
∼0.6 cm.

Fig. 15. Experimentally measured reverse thrust gait for a single fin
stroke, plotted as rib deflection angles λ versus time.

4.2. Forward thrust gait

The forward gait, using kinematics set Ka[t] as plot-
ted in Fig. 13, was designed to generate maximum
forward thrust with minimal wasteful lift force ampli-
tude [1]. Thrust and lift results over several strokes are
shown in Fig. 14. Averaged over multiple fin strokes,
thrust is 0.16 N, lift is 0.03 N, and power consumption
is 15.2 W.

4.3. Reverse thrust gait

To our knowledge, this paper is the first that has
quantitatively identified the pectoral fin kinematics and
corresponding output forces for reverse and lift fin
thrust vectoring. Previous pectoral fin propulsion stud-
ies have strived to minimize, or entirely ignored, all
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Fig. 16. Thrust and lift results for reverse thrust gait.

other thrust vectors beyond forward thrust – a major
mistake if the pectoral fin is to be used as a UUV
propulsion and control stability mechanism.

Having no previous literature to guide us, early trial
and error attempts to produce significant reverse thrust
with our pectoral fin were surprisingly difficult. The
reason, we theorize, is because different fin shapes are
optimal for different thrust vectors. Our fin had been
designed with a high aspect ratio (AR) of 4.5 as pre-
vious literature suggested it would maximize forward
thrust [1, 3, 10, 19, 20]. However, there is no literature
to suggest how AR affects propulsion controllability –
the ability to effectively vector thrust in all directions.
It is important to know that if a pectoral fin is only
optimized for forward thrust, its control capabilities
for effective reverse and lift thrust vectoring could be
unintentionally crippled.

Why was reverse thrust so difficult to achieve with
our fin design? Our previous research and others have
confirmed that the most dominating feature on a pec-
toral fin with respect to forward thrust generation is
the leading edge curvature [2, 10, 21]. When gener-
ating forward thrust, the leading edge is much longer
than the trailing edge (see Fig. 2). But for a fin pro-
ducing reverse thrust, the opposite is true as the much
shorter trailing edge has now become the leading edge.
As such, this new short leading edge likely cannot per-
form nearly as well as the longer leading front edge.
As the flow direction is different, the manner is which
is passes over the fin will also be different. As pectoral
fins are optimized based on many other parameters
beyond forward thrust [3, 19, 20, 22], further research
must be done to better understand how fin shape affects
control and propulsion.

To compensate for the shorter leading edge, our fin
uses weight amplification (such as in Fig. 10) to

Fig. 17. Experimentally measured lift gait for a single fin stroke,
plotted as rib deflection angles λ versus time.

increase reverse thrust. Our reverse thrust gait,
designed for maximum negative thrust, is shown in
Fig. 15. Thrust and lift results are shown in Fig. 16.
Averaged over multiple fin strokes, thrust is nega-
tive 0.05 N, lift is 0.00 N, and power consumption is
8.96 W.

4.4. Lift gait

Lift forces on a UUV are required for rising, div-
ing, and rolling motions, and additionally for resisting
external vertical environmental disturbances. For a
pectoral fin propelled UUV, we separate lift into two
types: average lift, and oscillatory lift.

As a fin flaps up and down, lift forces continuously
change over time (Fig. 19). The average lift magni-
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Fig. 18. Thrust and lift results for lift gait.
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Fig. 19. Lift force plotted over time through many fin strokes. Steady
state is achieved in less than one full fin stroke.

tude represents the productive work capacity, while
the peak-to-peak amplitude of those forces represents
oscillatory lift. Oscillatory lift, inherent and unavoid-
able in any flapping fin actuator, wastefully saps energy
and creates control instability – thereby degrading sys-
tem performance. This is a major reason why rigid fins,
known to have higher amplitude oscillatory lift [2, 21],
cannot perform as effectively as flexible controlled-
curvature fins.

Our gait designed for maximum average lift magni-
tude is shown in Fig. 17, with thrust results over several
strokes shown in Fig. 18. Averaged over multiple fin
strokes, forward thrust is 0.07 N, lift is −0.1 N, and
power consumption is 10.7 W.

4.5. Steady state and gait transition time

The pectoral fin, with every gait we tested, reached
the equivalent of steady state within one full stroke
(see Fig. 19). This result demonstrates the high experi-
mental reliability of our robotic pectoral fin. Averaged
data is collected only during steady state, ignoring the
initial startup fin stroke where data could be unreliable.
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As such, we conclude that a full effective gait transition
can be completed within a single stroke.

4.6. Weighted gait combinations

To demonstrate that the WGC method can pre-
dictably vector thrust, both thrust and lift forces were
measured simultaneously as the gait was transitioned
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Thrust: CFD vs Experimental Results Comparison
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from full lift to full thrust. Figure 20 plots the average
force magnitudes over this transition. As the control
variable θ is increased, forward thrust increases while
lift generally decreases – validating WGC as an effec-
tive pectoral fin thrust vectoring method.

We explored using WGC for velocity control by
mixing the Forward and Reverse gaits. Figure 21 shows
a sinusoidal trend between forward and reverse thrust,
with intermediate speeds during the transition, verify-
ing that WGC can be used as a velocity control method.
No trends in power consumption were identified over
any WGC transition. Note that the transition charac-
teristics will greatly vary depending on kinematics,
flapping speed, and total bulk angle. Kinematics that
will achieve maximum thrust and lift kinematics must
be used, or the transition between the two mixed gaits
could become unusable for the WGC method.

4.7. Experimental vs. CFD results comparison

CFD can be used as an exploratory tool to both guide
theory and predict experimental results. Although our
CFD method has already been validated for hovering
fruit flies [23, 24] and swimming fishes [5], it is nec-
essary to validate the CFD accuracy in comparison to
measured experimental results for this particular fin
design. Figures 22 and 23 show three force curves for
the same fin experiment. The green curve shows sensor
data collected experimentally. The blue curve repre-
sents CFD results computed from raw unsmoothed
kinematics data. Lastly, the red force curve is gener-
ated by smoothing out the raw kinematics data for a
second CFD simulation.

The experimental results provide a more accu-
rate representation of the fin-generated forces since
the parameters used in the CFD simulation do not
account for fluid structure interaction. Although local
peak-to-peak amplitudes vary for each curve, the
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experimental moving average has been accurately
captured by the CFD results. Originally, there were
concerns that these large peak-to-peak amplitudes over
the course of a single fin stroke could negatively
affect the maneuvering response of a notional pec-
toral fin-propelled UUV. However, simulation results
demonstrate that the inertial response of our vehi-
cle is sufficiently damped, yielding only small angle
oscillations induced by the high frequency flapping.
Therefore using only the averaged thrust of a stroke is
sufficient for stable UUV control [14]. While modeling
only approximate peak-to-peak force data is neces-
sary for a controls simulation, more accurate data is
required for mechanical design and component failure
prevention.

5. Extended applications, discussion

5.1. WGC for other robots: Beyond fish

We hypothesize that the WGC method, independent
of the mechanism involved, can be used to control
many other hyper-complex robots with large numbers
of interdependent degrees of freedom (DOF). Assum-
ing the transition gaits are stable, this would include
bipeds, snakes, hexapods, etc. By pre-programming
a handful of optimized gates (running, jumping,
jogging, backwards walking, side-stepping, etc), then
performing the WGC method, a highly adaptable range
of motions could be created.

5.2. Non-linear WGC

The WGC method as described in this paper treats
the transition between Ka and Kb as linear. Although
not linear, results in Figs. 20, 21 can be approximated
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as a linear system. By treating the system as linear
it reduces both the computational burden on a UUV
microcontroller, and avoids the more detailed and time
intensive experimentation needed to accurately model
the system. Being outside the scope of this paper, a non-
linear weighting adjustment method was not pursued.

5.3. On genetic algorithms

Performing a genetic algorithm computationally for
a controlled-curvature pectoral fin is entirely infeasi-
ble with modern-day computers. To compute the force
profile for several flapping cycles, a single fin gait
consisting of 6 DOF (5 actuators in a time dependent
domain) would take ∼1.5 days on our 8 processor SGI
Altix computer. Because thousands of gaits must be
analyzed to find a good solution, years of comput-
ing time would be required. The literature supports
this conclusion that CFD computation of controlled-
curvature pectoral fins is time/processor intensive [1, 3,
21] and that a genetic algorithm using CFD is perhaps
prohibitively so [25].

Another option is to experimentally run a genetic
algorithm. Approximately one minute is required to
experimentally test and process a gait, therefore a com-
prehensive set of gaits could be tested within weeks.
The disadvantage is that a working device must already
be built and perform reliably without failure over a
large number of cycles. The sensors must also not drift
in calibration over that period of time.

The solutions gained from the genetic algorithm,
whether experimentally or computationally, would
then be stored in a gait database. However, any mechan-
ical design modification would invalidate the database
thereby forcing a full recalculation. At the prototyping
stage, this is unacceptable.

We propose that if a genetic algorithm is to be
performed, it should only solve for the major gaits (for-
ward, reverse, lift, etc.) and then use the results with
the WGC method to create the additional intermediate
gaits.

5.4. On efficiency

For this paper, neither the gaits nor the electro-
mechanical setup were designed with efficiency in
mind. Research is currently being performed to study
the relationship of pectoral fin gaits with respect to
efficiency.

5.5. On wasteful oscillation

While counter-productive thrust can be made neg-
ligible through careful kinematics design, wasteful
oscillatory lift is both inherent and significant in dorso-
ventral flapping fin propulsion. As such, reducing
non-productive oscillatory thrust and lift will improve
system performance. We hypothesize that modifying
the fin angle of attack throughout the fin stroke can
productively redirect otherwise wasteful oscillatory
propulsion forces. However, control over fin angle
of attack has not been attempted due to the required
increase in fin mechanical complexity. We hypothe-
size that a control system, using external flow sensors
in a feedback loop, has the potential to harness oscilla-
tory forces as a way to mitigate external environmental
disturbances and/or enhance thrust.

5.6. On PID

A major advantage of the WGC method is in its
linearity and simplicity – it easily lends itself to fuzzy
logic PID control with the single control variable, θ.
In related research we have shown in simulation that
a UUV, driven differentially by two pectoral fins on
either side using WGC, is more stable than when using
the ‘gait database’ method [15].

5.7. On external flow

Experimentally, gaits were validated in our test tank
in static water – in absence of an applied external flow.
As the fin was designed and the gaits were selected for
performance in external flow on an UUV, we studied
and validated each gait under various realistic flow con-
ditions using CFD coupled with vehicle-level controls
simulations [11, 15]. Assuming a sensing capability to
determine flow was added directly onto or near the pec-
toral fin [26, 27], it would be possible to expand WGC
to incorporate additional preprogrammed optimal gaits
for any typical external flow.

5.8. Lateral forces

This work considered only fin lift and fin thrust vec-
tors for propulsion. Although lateral forces exist as
determined through our CFD analyses, they are mostly
negligible on a UUV as the opposing lateral forces from
the opposite fin generally cancels it out. There are situ-
ations in which a UUV can be affected (both positively
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and negatively) by lateral forces, but is out of scope of
this paper. Current research is addressing the effective
use and control of lateral forces.

6. Conclusion

A method of rapidly creating pectoral fin gaits for
controlled thrust vectoring has been devised. A limited
set of kinematics for major propulsion modes were cre-
ated and tested, then algorithmically combined into a
non-computationally intensive controller of weighted
gait combinations. By using this experimentally and
computationally validated technique, a pectoral fin
actuator can be used to give 6 DoF controllability to a
UUV.
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